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The Official Entrepreneur Certification 

MODULE 6: Write Your Sales Plan with Projected Sales/Expenses 

1.  Study the Instructions on How to Write a Sales Plan, Then Write Your 

Own 

Start making sales! 

If your marketing plan has been successful, you’ll soon have potential customers interested. Now 

you have to make the actual sale!  

Getting your first customer 

Customers prefer to patronize companies that already have other customers. What a dilemma! 

You have to have customers to get customers.  

Don’t despair; here are a number of tricks to snare that first client or customer.  

The simplest method is to just give your product or service away. This isn’t as ridiculous as it 

sounds. Technology companies often give potential customers “beta” or test versions of their 

software. They use this as a way both to improve their product and to expose future buyers to 

what they make. And Post-It Notes™ never caught on until 3M gave away thousands of samples. 

You, too, can allow potential customers to sample your products or services or to serve as “beta” 

testers.  

Another approach is to charge your early clients far less than they would be able to get elsewhere 

(and less than you’ll charge later). This enables you to start building a reputation and perhaps 

creates some word-of-mouth advertising. Lots of companies use “introductory pricing” for their 

products or services to start to build market share.  

Another way to find your first customer is to ask your competitors for excess work that they 

can’t handle. Yes, I said “competitors.” One of the biggest mistakes I made when I started was 

that I avoided talking to others in my field. I figured they would view me as a threat, and the less 

they knew about me, the better. I was wrong. It turned out my “competitors” were great sources 
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for new business and industry information. Competitors may be interested in subcontracting or 

referring work to you.  

If you can do so legally, or if you’re on good terms with your former employer, see if there are 

customers you can take from your last job. Some of the most successful small businesses are 

those that serve customers that bigger businesses no longer wish to handle.  

Successful sales techniques  

If you’re going to be in business, sooner or later you have to make sales. To many new 

salespeople, making sales calls and creating sales presentations can be daunting. Take heart: 

doing sales is a craft, not an art. It can be learned. Here are a few keys to successful sales:  

• Listen. No sales skill is more important than the ability to listen. A great salesperson 

hears what the customer wants—their concerns and priorities. When calling on a 

customer, it’s tempting to immediately launch in to a sales pitch, especially if you’re 

nervous. But by listening, you can better understand how your product or service meets 

the customer’s needs and desires. If a woman shopping for a car says she likes to drive 

fast, tell her about performance instead of cup holders. If a man is concerned about 

safety, focus on the airbags and anti-lock brakes. Don’t just tell the customer what you 

think they’ll be interested in or stick to your standard sales patter.  

• Ask Questions. You can’t listen to a customer unless you get them talking. Ask relevant 

questions to draw them out, “What do you like in your current car?” “What don’t you 

like?” “What features are the most important?” Don’t just ask questions to qualify them 

as a hot prospect, such as, “Are you ready to buy a car today?’  

• Tell them what they get, not what you do. You work with our product or service every 

day, so it’s natural to focus on details of your work. But customers don’t want to know 

the ins-and outs of your business; they want to know how you meet their needs.  

• Appreciate the benefits of your product or service. Genuine enthusiasm is contagious. 

If you truly believe you’re offering the customer something worthwhile, you’ll be a more 

effective salesperson. On the other hand, if you don’t believe in your product, you 

shouldn’t be selling it.  

• Don’t oversell. It’s tempting to land a sale by telling the customer anything they want to 

hear, but that’s almost certain to lead to disappointed customers. An acquaintance of 

mine who owns a successful chain of moderately-priced hotels told me that his strategy is 

to “promise customers a Chevy, then deliver a Cadillac.” By under-promising and over-

delivering, he has built an exceptionally loyal customer base and generates terrific word-

of-mouth marketing.  

• Be Honest. Lying is not only unethical and possibly illegal; it’s an easy way to lose 

customers and potential customers. You may even find yourself facing a lawsuit.  

• Compare, don’t criticize, your competition. Yes, I know, your product or service is so 

much better than your competitor’s, and they’re really not very nice people either. But 

disparaging your competition makes you look bad. Instead, factually—and positively—

compare your benefits and value with your competitor.  

• Build relationships. We all prefer to do business with people we like and trust. Consider 

the “lifetime value” of a customer, not just a one-time sale. Get to know your customers; 
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find out about their businesses or families. One way small businesses can compete with 

the big guys is by building strong customer relationships.  

 

Your sales pitch  

Most people believe a good salesperson is someone who has a gift for speaking to people. That’s 

only half of it. It’s equally important—perhaps even more important—to be able to listen well. 

By listening to customers, you find out which issues are important to them in making a 

purchasing decision. 

At some point, though, you will need to make the pitch—actually ask a “prospect,” a prospective 

customer, to by your product or service.  

A sales pitch can come in many forms, but it has three distinct stages:  

• Your pitch  

• The customer’s concerns and objections  

• Your reply to those concerns and objections  

 

After you’ve been in business for a while, you’ll know the objections or concerns that keep most 

prospects from making the decision to buy. Work on those, so you sound confident in responding 

to them should they arise in the course of a sales call.  

It’s generally best to anticipate objections and respond to them before they’re even raised. This 

way, you can address whatever shortcomings or problems and prospect may be thinking about 

but doesn’t want to mention out loud.  

Feeling at ease during your presentations  

“I’d rather have a root canal,” my friend replied when I asked if she’d rather go to the dentist or 

give a speech. She’s not alone. Most people list speaking public as one of their greatest fears. But 

if you’re in many type of businesses, you’re going to have to make presentations—often sales 

presentations—and have the attention focused on you.  

Whether you’re introducing yourself to 15 other entrepreneurs at a Chamber of Commerce 

meeting, or describing your product to 300 potential customers at a trade conference, becoming 

comfortable in front of people is a competitive advantage. When you’re at ease, listeners pay 

more attention to your message.  

Here are a few tips to help you get over the jitters when standing in front of people:  

• Prepare. If you’re making an important sales call, learn everything you can about the 

prospect’s company, needs, worries, market, experience with other suppliers, etc., so 

that you’re not “flying blind.” Your audience will be impressed that you’ve taken the 
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time to learn about them and their needs. The same tip applies if you’re making a 

presentation to a large group, perhaps your industry association—the more you know 

about who they are, the more credible you’ll sound to them and feel about yourself. 

You’ve heard it before: knowledge is power—and it can make you feel powerful, too!  

 

• Practice. Run through your pitch or presentation in front of friends or family. Have 

them ask questions, so you can practice coming up with answers on the fly. Even if 

your presentation doesn’t justify developing a formal script, you’ll want to have an 

outline on hand to make sure you cover all the important points. Also, rehearse the 

key phrases, explanations, examples, statistics, anecdotes, etc., that you’ll want to 

draw upon, so they’ll roll off your tongue with ease.  

 

• Wear something that you feel confident in. Whether it’s a new outfit or your 

favorite tie, you’ll feel more relaxed if you think your clothes are appropriate and 

help you look good. New clothes can give you a sense of pride, but I know 

businesspeople who have one great suit or dress they’ve had for years and always 

wear or initial meetings or presentations. Make sure your clothes are clean and neat; 

you can hardly be relaxed if you think everyone’s staring at the spot on your shirt.  

 

• Concentrate on what you’re good at. Remind yourself of the special talents or 

knowledge you bring, and let your confidence grow from those. You’ll look and act 

more assured.  

 

• Bring visuals. If you’re nervous when people look at you, bring lots of visual 

materials to distract attention while the audience is staring at your colorful charts, 

they won’t be looking at your face. Completely petrified before you have to make a 

presentation in front of a group? Prepare a PowerPoint presentation, so most of the 

time you’re in a dark room.  

 

• Pay attention to others. You’ll make yourself more appealing by paying attention to 

your audience. Interact with them, ask questions, make eye contact, smile. Think 

complimentary thoughts even if you don’t speak them out loud (“What a nice group,” 

“She seems friendly). When you think well of others, you give off a welcoming glow.  

 

You may never get used to standing up in front of others, but it doesn’t have to be as painful as 

dental surgery. Just organize your thoughts, put on a nice outfit, smile, and you’ll be getting rave 

reviews.  

One-page sales sheet  

When a prospective customer asks for information about one of your products or services, you’ll 

find it useful—and easy—to develop a one-page product or service sales sheet. You’ll find many 

uses for a one-page sales sheet: You can use them at trade shows, to book sales appointments, as 

packing inserts, and in response to phone or email requests.  

Here’s how to make your own:  
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1. First, write up your text. Keep your copy short, snappy, and to the point. Start with a 

one-paragraph description of your product or service. Provide the basics: what it is, what 

it does, and why our customer should buy it. 

 

Focus on your product’s benefits, not just its features. In other words, think of 

your product/service from your reader’s point of view—you may be thrilled that 

you just bought a brand new high-end photocopier for your print ship, but what 

does that mean for me, your customer? Better quality? Cheaper copies? Faster 

service?  

 

Use bullet points to list key features and benefits. Use powerful, descriptive—

but true—adjectives.  

 

2. Next, you need a photo of your product, a graphic, or a visual. In this case, a picture 

really is worth a thousand words. If your product or service isn’t particularly photogenic, 

use a chart or graph that illustrates benefits or cost savings. 

 

3. If it’s appropriate, include the price of your product. In some cases, your prices may 

vary by customer or season, so you’ll want to maintain a separate price list.   

 

4. Finally, you’ll want a call to action.  Tell people where and how they can order your 

product or get further information.  

 

Now, it’s time to take all of this and put it on the page. Here are secrets professional designers 

use to make print materials look polished:  

1. Divide your page into columns. Short spans of text are easier to read and more visually 

appealing than long lines. Divide your letter-sized sheet into columns.  

 

2. Leave “white space.”  Text and graphics “pop” when they have some breathing room. 

At the very least, make sure you have at least a ½ inch margin on all four sides of your 

sheet and leave one-quarter inch space between columns and other graphics. It’s better to 

eliminate some text than cram in too much.  

 

3. Use a maximum of two typefaces. Your computer is loaded with wonderful, fun fonts; 

save most for your kids’ school projects. For text, use a serif font (with those tiny lines—

or feet—at the ends of letters) and for headlines and captions, use a sans serif font 

(without the decorative lines). Times Roman is a good serif choice and Arial is a popular 

sans serif font. Serif fonts are easier to read; sans serif look cleaner and more modern.  

 

4. Use color and bold face type sparingly. While you may want to make a few key words 

or phrases jump off the page by using colors or fat type, if you try to make everything 

pop out, nothing will.  
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There! You’ll have a sophisticated, effective one-page sales sheet you can proudly distribute to 

potential customers.  

Responding to prospective customers  

Your phone rings. It’s a prospective customer requesting information about your services and 

requesting a bid or proposal. That’s a good thing, right?  

Well, yes and no. Obviously, it’s great to have potential customers knocking on your door. But 

not all prospects are going to convert to paying customers—no matter how good your sales 

skills, how competitive your prices, or how outstanding the quality of your products or services. 

The sad trust is you can waste a lot of precious time and money answering inquiries and 

preparing bids or proposals for prospects who are not ready to buy. 

Figuring out how much time and energy to spend on prospective customers is a balancing act. 

You need to spend enough time to make a sale to a genuine prospect, but you don’t want to 

waste too much time on those who won’t ever buy.  

Realistically, you have to be responsive to all potential customers. But there are ways to limit the 

amount of time, money, and effort you spend on dead-end shoppers. Here’s how:  

1. Have general information prepared and available, such as your one-page sales sheet. 

Most prospects will try to figure out whether a company is a good fit for them before 

taking up too much of their—or your—time. Let’s say you sell and install floor tiles. Do 

you specialize in commercial or residential? Do you only serve a specific geographic 

area? Do you install counter tops as well as floors? That kind of information enables 

prospects to weed themselves out before calling you. Of course, a great and relatively 

inexpensive way to provide this information is on your website.  

 

2. Ask questions of the prospect. In professional salesperson terms, this is called 

“qualifying” the prospect. By asking a few simple, non-intrusive questions, you can get a 

much better sense of how serious the prospect is. Some questions to ask:  

 

▪ What’s the scope of the project?  

▪ What’s the timeframe for the work to be started and completed?  

▪ How soon will you be making a decision on a vendor?  

▪ How many bids are you getting?  

▪ What other alternatives (not competitors) are you considering?  

(In the floor tile example, for instance, the question might be phrased such as 

“What other types of floor coverings are you looking at?”) 

▪ What are the most important considerations in your decision—price, quality, 

convenience?  
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Questions such as those give you a much better sense of whether a prospect is ready to 

make a decision, whether they’re likely to find you a good choice, and how much time to 

spend with them.  

 

3. Give prospects a reason to make a decision sooner rather than later. It’s human nature to 

put off making choices until the last minute, but that often puts your business in a crunch. 

If you can, come up with realistic, positive ways to encourage customers to make a 

decision quickly— “I’ve got an opening in my calendar in two weeks but then I’m 

booked for a few more weeks” or, “I can get a discount on materials this month only.” 

 

4. Be cautious of prospects who want too much information. Some prospects use proposals 

as a way of getting free consulting services. This is true of both small customers and 

Fortune 500 companies.  

 

5. Don’t count your chickens before they hatch. It’s easy to get excited about a prospect, 

especially if it’s a big one. So, keep a lot of balls in the air, and remember, a deal is not a 

deal until the check clears.  

 

Finding sales leads  

Before you can make a sale, you need someone to sell to. How are you going to find potential 

customers?  

Sure, if a prospective customer walks in your door or calls, it’s relatively easy to make a sale. It’s 

much harder to find those who haven’t called but have the potential to become customers—in 

other words, sales leads.  

Your sales leads are a natural outgrowth of defining your target market. The better you’ve 

defined your target, the easier it will be for you to hone in on your most likely prospects. If you 

manufacture plumbing fixtures, for instance, you’ll be far more effective in finding sales leads if 

you know whether your primary target is new construction or remodels, residential or 

commercial, contractors or consumers.  

So where can you find good leads for your company?  

• Entrepreneur groups. Most new and smaller companies get their first sales leads 

by joining organizations. There are numerous kinds of local entrepreneur groups: 

chamber of commerce, women’s or ethnic group’s business organizations, 

lead/referral clubs, etc. Typically, these groups set aside time at meetings for 

member to network, or even give direct sales pitches. Most entrepreneurs’ 

organizations make available members’ directories, and you are allowed to use 

that list for leads. Some groups hold “table top” mini-trade shows. To make your 

membership effective, attend regularly, even volunteer to serve on committees.  
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• Trade associations. These groups are similar to entrepreneurs’ organizations, but 

they are formed around one particular industry. You’ll find local chapters of many 

national trade associations in most large or mid-size cities. It’s a mistake to view 

others in your industry solely as “competitors.” They can be a god source of 

referrals, as well as providing information and advice. In addition to joining an 

association in your own industry, consider joining associations of industries that 

you sell to or serve. Often, as a member of an association, you are given a list of 

other members that you can then use as a source of sales leads. Some trade 

associations sell their membership lists, but typically only other members are 

given access to this valuable resource.  

 

• Trade shows. Trade shows reach a large number of targeted prospects in a short 

period of time. But one additional benefit of being an exhibitor at a trade show is 

that you are often given (or are allowed to purchase) a list of attendees. These lists 

can be incredibly valuable in giving you a source of highly targeted sales leads. 

 

• Public records. Many for-profit companies compile and sell lists of public 

records that might be used for sales leads. These include new business licenses or 

incorporations, building permits, wedding licenses and birth certificates.  

 

• Facebook and other forms of social media. Some of your most targeted, highly-

engaged customers will be those that you interact with on Facebook and other 

social media sites. Facebook offers demographic AND psychographic information 

on their users that allows you to find and target your ideal clients with their ads. 

Additionally, it also allows you to establish a relationship and trust with potential 

customers like no other tool on the planet. Social media business profiles are 

absolute must-haves in today’s online sales environment. 

 

Cold calling  

A “cold” call is a sales call—either on the phone or in person—when the person you’re calling 

hasn’t previously indicated any interest in your products or services. Obviously it’s tough to 

make cold calls because you’re going to get a lot—and I mean a lot—of rejection.  

It’s not easy to make (or get) cold calls. Who hasn’t been deluged with telemarketers for long 

distance service calling during dinner or credit card companies interrupting the work day 

repeatedly? But have you ever stopped and wondered why they keep calling when we all hate 

them? Here’s the dirty little secret: cold calls work.  

What’s the secret of cold call success?  

▪ Change your perspective. Most of us start out thinking that making a sales call is 

“bothering” the other person. But if you are offering something you truly believe will 

meet a real need at a good value, then you’re not a bother but a help. My company 

changed payroll services based on a cold call. We were having problems with our old 
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service, and got a cold call from a reputable firm. The new payroll service solved a 

problem for us—so the call was a genuine help not a bother.  

 

▪ “Qualify” your leads. We all really hate sales calls when they don’t relate to us. So find 

reasonable ways to narrow down your target list. That saves you time and increases your 

success rate. What makes a qualified lead? A person or business that is likely to need 

your product or service now.  

 

▪ Give yourself a quota. When my younger sister—who’s been a top-notch salesperson 

for 20 years—started out, she gave herself a quota every day. She put 20 business cards 

in her pocket and couldn’t go home until she gave out all 20 or made a big sale.  

 

▪ Come up with a great pitch. Be clear about what you’re offering. Write out your pitch 

and the most important points well before you make your first call, but don’t read it! 

Introduce yourself right at the beginning of the call. Think about the objections you’re 

likely to hear and have responses ready. You’re not going to get it right the first time—or 

the second or the third. So constantly practice your pitch and refine it.  

 

▪ Mind your manners. If you walk in on someone and they’re on the phone, wait until 

they’re free. If you’re phoning, and the person says, “Now is not a good time,” ask when 

a good time would be to call back, and get off the phone.  

 

▪ Take people literally. If a prospect says, “I’m not interested right now,” believe they 

mean right now. Perhaps they’ll be interested another time. My sister called on a 

company for seven years before they finally bought from her. 

 

▪ Don’t be obnoxious. Take no for an answer. If someone’s not interested, why waste your 

time or theirs? Be polite.  

 

▪ Stay in practice. Cold calling is difficult, and it’s easy to forget how to do it well. So 

make calls from time to time—it reminds you what you’re offering your customers.  

 

Finally, don’t take it personally and don’t get discouraged!  

Up-selling and cross-selling  

Getting customers isn’t cheap. It takes money and time to attract new customers. Perhaps you 

advertise, send direct mail, attend trade shows, and create ads on social media. You put a lot of 

effort into getting each customer to walk through your door, call you on the phone, or visit your 

website, and it costs you the same amount of money whether that customer then spends $1 or 

$1000. So it’s far more profitable if you can make a bigger sale to each customer who comes 

your way.  

An example of “up-selling” occurred when I went to a neighborhood beauty supply store. I was 

looking for a new eye shadow, and I went straight for what I wanted. One eye shadow—$8. 

Then, the nice sales-woman came over and advised me—in a very low-key manner—of a much 
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better deal. They had a special: for $25, I could get three eye shadows of my choice, two 

lipsticks, one nail polish, and a cosmetic carrying case. That seemed to be a lot better deal, and 

by the time I left, I had a selection of beauty supplies and a $25 charge on my credit card.   

When upselling is done properly, the customer gets a good deal and you get a bigger sale. How 

could the retailer afford this kind of offer? Because their big expense is tied up in their 

overhead—rent, salaries, advertising—not in the cost of the eye shadow.  

Many retailers try to up-sell their customers. If you’ve ever been to a warehouse discount store, 

you’ll see that many items are packaged in multiples—I can only buy two bottles of Hershey’s 

chocolate syrup—or in sets, such as selling three related books together. The result is that the 

customer makes a bigger total purchase on each visit, and it’s much more profitable for the 

retailer.  

Up-selling doesn’t just occur in retail. If you need to get a will drawn up, don’t be surprised if 

your lawyer offers you a complete estate planning package, which includes a few other 

documents you should properly prepare at the same time. The one price package is a good value 

to you and a better sale for them.  

A slightly different approach is “cross-selling”—selling related products or services. Examples 

of cross-selling include a diaper service that also sells baby care products, a travel agent who 

books recreation activities as well as airline reservations, a computer hardware firm that sells 

software.  

One of the best ways to make more money from each customer is to look for ways to get 

continuing income rather than just making a one-time sale. Are there products or services your 

customers use up or use repeatedly— “consumables”—you can appropriately sell? There’s often 

more money in consumables than in the original product or service. Decades ago, Kodak figured 

out there was more profit in the film than the camera. The same is true today with inkjet printers.  

Service businesses, too, can look for ongoing revenue streams. Accountants frequently offer 

bookkeeping or bill-paying services—instead of doing clients’ income tax returns once a year, 

they work for them all year long. What could you offer your customers on a continuing or 

consumable basis?  

Of course, there’s a risk that if you’re too aggressive when you upsell, cross-sell, or offer 

consumables that a customer will view you as too pushy and they’ll leave.  

But if you can honestly provide a more complete product or service or a better value by up-

selling or cross-selling, both you and your customer will benefit.  
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Red tape alert! 

While up-selling and cross-selling are legal sales techniques, “bait-and-switch” methods are 

illegal in most states and under some federal laws, “Bait-and-switch” is the practice of using an 

advertisement of promotion to lure a customer (the “bait) but when the customer requests the 

promoted item, the sales person tells them that it is not available or inappropriate for their needs 

and suggest a more expensive option (the “switch”). IF you us a low-cost promotion to bring in 

customers, make certain you have reasonable quantities available and be careful not o be too 

aggressive in suggesting other, more expensive products instead.  

2.  Use the Sample Sales Plan as a Template with Projected Sales/Expenses 

and Create Your Own Sales Plan 

 

Now it's time to take the short Module 6 Assessment. A 100% on this assessment allows you 

to move on to Module 7. You may take it as many times as you like. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


